
“The important thing is to never stop questioning” 

                                                                                 Albert Einstein….. 

 

 

The Junior school celebrated „Science Days „ on 17th July-18th July 2019.  

In the nursery courtyard, teachers enacted a short skit on reduce , recycle and reuse 

waste. It was an interactive session where they  discussed about our environment and the 

importance of  keeping it clean. The teachers demonstrated various science experiments 

related to air, water, magnets etc. The children thoroughly enjoyed participating in the 

experiments and were thrilled when they themselves  lifted  the iron clips and pins with a 

magnet .They excitedly weighed different objects such as erasers, stones, cotton ball on a 

beam balance to ascertain  which is heavier. They were amazed to see a big ball float on 

water while a small coin sink.  

As a part of science week , the little scientists of Prep understood different properties of 

air,water and evaporation through some simple fun experiments such as sink and float, ice 

cube painting , drying their handkerchief these were conducted in the class. The teachers 

conducted and explained the concept of air and water cycle through rhyme and an 

experiment which was another delightful experience for them. 

While the students of class 1 experimented with the properties of air and water, the 

young minds of class 2, enjoyed activities on air pressure, involving balloons, hovercrafts 

and underwater candles. 

In class 3, to rekindle the scientific spirit, students got various science experiments to 

school. They enjoyed with the theme of “ I too can be a scientist”. Through the means of 

various hands on experiments, they understood that like fire needs oxygen to burn, air 

pressure, natural water filter, vinegar and baking soda produce carbon dioxide when mixed 

together. 

The older students of class 4, enjoyed a competitive healthy salad making competition, as 

part of the science week and participated in an inter house “Best out of waste” 

competition. Children made wonderful pen stands, flower vase, robots, etc out of waste 

materials. 

Finally, the senior most class of the junior school, class 5 students enjoyed their nature 

walks across the Sanskriti School gardens with the Malli bhaiya. They also participated in 

collage making competition researching about the “Endangered Animals of India”. 

 

At the end of the  two days, the students of Junior school, enjoyed the experience of 

being young scientists. 































 



 









































 


